Grade 5/6 Homework #5

Date assigned: Tuesday, October 19
Date due: Monday, October 25

Math

Find, then list, items or features in your house that are roughly the following lengths:
(You can write the objects directly on this paper)

• 10 centimetres
• 5 millimetres
• 2 metres
• 3 decimetres (remember, 1 decimetre = 10 centimetres)
• 150 centimetres

Language Arts

A. Choose a picture book. You can choose one from my classroom, our library, your home, or online at TumbleBooks (find the link in the “Language Arts” category at MrToft.ca) and write a Who/Wants/But/So/Then/Finally summary.

B. Correct these sentences (directly on this sheet):

1. has you ever been to a audition for a play
2. were glad that sammy is on hour team this year
   Singular or plural?
   3. oxen ______________________
   Give two words that rhyme with tire.
   4. ____________________ ______________________
   Choose the word that best completes the sentence.
   5. __________ you finished making your bed yet?

Arent Aren’t Aint Ain’t